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CHARLES DONAHUE, JR.

Bassianus, that is to say, Bazianus? Bazianus and
Johannes Bassianus on Marriage

Since Tommaso Diplovatazio's De claris iurisconsultis, scholarship
has, for the most part, recognized the existence of two Bolognese
glossators of the last quarter of the twelfth century with similar names,
Johannes Bassianus and Bazianus (or Basianus)l. The former was a
civilian, who wrote numerous glosses on all parts of the Corpus iuris
civilis, summae on titles of the Digest, Institutes and Code, distinctiones,
commenta, lecturae, quaestiones, at least a few consilia, and a number .of
important procedural works2 • He was the teacher of, among-others, Azo,
and his opinions are frequently cited in the Accursian gloss. The latter
was a canonist, largely known for his glosses on Gratian's Concordance of
Discordant Canons, whose work is frequently cited in manuscripts that
date from or are copies of works from the late twelfth and early
thirteenth centuries, but whose work thereafter seems largely to have
been forgotten3 . Biographical details about both men are sparse. In the
case of Bassianus, they consist largely of scurrilous anecdotes4 • In the
case of Bazianus, there is an inscription on what purports to be his tomb
in the cathedral of Bologna, which gives, if it is to be believed, a few hints
about his life, and a group of notarial documents concerning a case, part
of which transpired in his scholis perhaps in 1193, and about which he
and one magister Lanfrancus rendered a decision5. The first tells us that
he was a doctor of both laws (summus in alterutro doctoris iure peregit /
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1 Thomas Diplovatatius, De claris iuris consultis, ed. F. Schulz, H.
Kantorowicz, and G. Rabotti (SG 10; 1968) 56, 59-62.

2 U. Gualazzini, DBI, s.v. Bassiano, Giovanni. See, most recently, H. Lange,
Romisches Recht im Mittelalter: 1. Die Glossatoren (Munchen 1997) 215-26. For
the consilia, see now A. Belloni, 'Giovanni Bassiano consulente', Ius Commune 21
(1994) 78-148.

3 F. Liotta, DBI, s.v. Baziano.
4 F.C. von Savigny, Geschichte des romischen Rechts im Mittelalter

(Heidelberg 1850) 4.292-3 (reporting Gullielmus de Pastrengo); U. Guallazini,
'Martino, Giovanni Bassiano, Azzone nella cronaca di Giovanni prete da Cremona
(sec.-XII)', RSDI 29 (1993) 23-34.

5 A. Belloni, 'Baziano, cioe Giovanni Bassiano, legista e canonista del sec'olo
XII', TRG 57 (1989) 69-70, 83-85.
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